Job Posting
Senior Project Manager at Isherwood Geostructural Engineers
The Person We Are Looking For
You are an experienced Project Manager who is open to discovering the unique way we do business, passionate
about technical project management, and has the humility to jump into a new environment and learn. You are patient
and unflappable, willing to work within a unique culture, able to coordinate internal resources without hierarchy,
nimble, and able to work on multiple projects and with multiple clients at once. You have excellent communication
skills – written, verbal, and non‐verbal are essential. You will need to relate well to everyone involved on our jobs – on
the construction sites, in the boardrooms, via videoconference, and around the kitchen table. You are down to earth
and easy to be around with a sense of professionalism and a good sense of fun. You will learn and embrace our
project management process from start to finish, love to delight clients, and yourself delight in keeping our budgets in
the black. You take pleasure orchestrating and keeping the project team content and on track, able to deal with the
interruptions of calls, emails, clients, and colleagues.
The Posting
As an experienced Project Manager at Isherwood you will work on a wide variety of geostructural projects across
Canada.
Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have at least 5 years or as much as a lifetime of experience in project management.
You appreciate great design – solving puzzles captures your imagination.
You are down to earth, versatile, practical, and a natural collaborator.
You have excellent communication skills.
You love giving good service.
You are a ‘People Person,’ delighting in what can happen when trust and respect are revered.
You have natural ease with problem solving and an optimistic outlook.
You think working for a small, vibrant boutique engineering company sounds like tons of fun.

The Company
Isherwood specializes in geostructural engineering for new and restoration projects in Toronto, Vancouver, and
throughout Canada. Formed in 1972 by Brian Isherwood, Isherwood provides superior value to our clients, rooted in a
heavy focus on personalized service, constructability, and high‐quality field review. We are a collegial organization
with little hierarchy, and have a unique culture that sees people first and allows for open and honest communication.
The Team
Since 1972, Isherwood has grown to a staff of over fifty people including professional engineers, EITs, project
managers, a geologist, field technicians, CAD technicians, as well as business, legal, safety, and support personnel. We
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believe that slow, careful growth can ensure we keep our integrity and place in the market as a high‐end firm. Our
employees are passionate about what they do and are dedicated to providing clients with top‐tier service by
contributing expertise from a variety of backgrounds, and by cultivating a teamwork‐focused, hands‐on approach to
solving problems.
“For me, Isherwood Associates represents a workplace respectful of people with diverse beliefs, opinions and cultures,
a workplace flexible to employees’ needs, a workplace which stresses the values of family, and fosters relationships
between colleagues, clients and the public at large.”
- Nadir Ansari, President
The Location
We're located at 3‐3100 Ridgeway Drive in Mississauga.
How to Apply
When considering new hires, our priority is to find out if we are a good fit. Good fit means we see a match in terms of
need and passions from both sides. Please tell us more about yourself by visiting our website isherwood.to/careers
and filling out our application form. We appreciate your time and effort and are excited to get to know you.
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